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Hubble Space Telescope replica journeys to Keystone Heights museum
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By Teresa Stepzinski

Orbiting the earth for two decades, the Hubble Space Telescope keeps keen the imagination of scientists across the globe. Now a full-scale replica has

journeyed to a rural Clay County museum promising to spark the curiosity of Northeast Florida students and others who gaze at the night sky and

wonder.

SLIDESHOW: Wings of Dreams Aviation Museum

The Wings of Dreams Aviation Museum in Keystone Heights soon will be home to the original NASA mock-up of the telescope used by astronauts

training to service the orbital observatory originally launched by the space shuttle Discovery on April 24, 1990.

The replica is the most recent addition to the nonprofit museum’s growing collection of space program artifacts. The collection is the centerpiece of the

museum’s mission to serve as an educational center celebrating the past, present and future of aviation.

“Part of our mission is to highlight the engineers who figured out how to do the seemingly impossible and inspire youth to find the educational path in

Science, Technology, Engineering, Aviation and Mathematics [STEAM] to bring America back into space and once again regain our foothold as a leader,”

said Bob Oehl, co-founder and executive director of the museum at Keystone Heights Airport.

The Hubble mock-up was a month away from being scrapped when discovered outside a NASA storage facility in Houston. It took about five months, but

Oehl and Susan King, museum co-founder and managing director, convinced the space agency to let Wings of Dreams have it.

The model is identical to the Hubble, which is still in orbit. It is 43.5 feet long, 14 feet in diameter and weighs about 24,500 pounds, not including its two

solar panels. The museum team, aided by local transport companies, has brought the mock-up in pieces from the Johnson Space Center in Houston to

the museum, which is open to the public three days a week and during events such as fly-ins.

The aft shroud arrived Wednesday and is the final component transported to the museum, established by Oehl and King in 2005 at the airport, which is

the former Keystone Army Airfield World War II air base.

“The aft shroud is the largest and most identifiable piece of the Hubble,” Oehl said. “This is the part that the astronauts did most of the repair/upgrade

work on the Hubble. It is quite a historic artifact.”

Transporting it and the other oversize components from the space center to the museum was “a huge logistical challenge” involving specialized

equipment, multistate permitting, escorts and a significant commitment from transport companies, Oehl said.

The mock-up will be bolted back together for future display at the museum once its new building is completed at the airport.

The free-admission museum highlights aviation history from World War I through the space shuttle program. It boasts an eclectic collection of artifacts

and memorabilia including a diverse collection of aircraft, military vehicles and exhibits. Its World War II collection is extensive. Among the aircraft at the

museum is an operational L-4J “Grasshopper” fixed-wing plane originally assigned to Gen. George Patton’s 3rd Army.

The telescope mock-up becomes the third jewel in the crown of the museum’s space program collection, King said.

The first came last year when the museum received a space shuttle guidance and navigation simulator. It is one of only two such fixed-base simulators

built to train the shuttles’ flight crews. The complete unit includes the structure used to support the cockpit and the computers that ran the flight

simulations. Meanwhile, Mission Control stations from the Johnson Space Center in Houston are among the items in storage.

The second jewel was the last of the shuttle’s orange external fuel tanks, which the museum received in April. Built in 1977, the 154-foot-long tank was

used for loading and stress analysis tests.

“None of the other ones survived re-entry because they broke up and some burned. So, just to have that, it is just an amazing artifact,” King said.

Area educators said the museum provides a priceless teaching tool. It’s also an invaluable resource for historians and aviation enthusiasts.

“It’s a great opportunity for our kids to actually see history … and it’s very hands-on instead of ‘oh, don’t touch that.’ It’s different when you actually see

the item itself than when you only see it in a book or on TV,” said Tina Bullock, a retired Keystone Heights principal, who now represents the area on the

Clay County School Board.

The Hubble will fit in with the museum’s after-school astronomy program for middle school students. Funded by a NASA mini-grant, the program focuses

on science, technology, engineering and math.
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“It’s a great opportunity to inspire young people,” Oehl said.
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